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Dear editor,
Revocation capacity is one of the main proper-
ties for an identity-based encryption (IBE), as in
practice users’ private keys are possibly leaked
or expired. However, existing revocable IBE
schemes [1–3] usually lack of short keys. Re-
cently, Lin et al. [4] proposed a method to de-
sign space efficient revocable IBE scheme from
non-monotonic key-policy attribute-based encryp-
tion scheme. But, it requires too many pairings
(linear to the number of revoked users) to de-
crypt an IBE ciphertext. In this study, we over-
come this problem by adopting the technique of
server-aided revocation, recently proposed by Qin
et al. [5] in ESORICS 2015. The main contribu-
tion is a new server-aided revocable IBE scheme,
which can largely shift decryption overhead from
local users to an untrusted cloud computing server,
and significantly reduce the complexities of PKG’s
(Private-Key Generator) key update information
and server’s long-term identity-based public infor-
mation (also called long-term transformation keys)
with the comparison of previous (server-aided) re-
vocable IBE schemes.

The involved cloud server stores users’ transfor-
mation keys and does ciphertext transformation
for local users. The local user only needs two
pairings to decrypt a transformed ciphertext. The
PKG first distributes a long-term private key to

each user via a secure communication channel, and
a long-term (identity-based) transformation key to
the server via a public communication channel.
For each time period, the PKG publicly distributes
a time-based key update information to the server,
so that the server can help any non-revoked user to
generate a short-term transformation key and use
this key to translate his/her ciphertexts into ef-
ficiently decryptable ciphertexts. In other words,
only the non-revoked user can efficiently recover
messages from the transformed ciphertexts using
his long-term private key. Moreover, the long-term
private key supports delegation to other parties for
a specified time period. If one period decryption
key is compromised, it does not affect the security
of other period decryption keys. So, our scheme is
secure against the decryption key exposure attacks
introduced by Seo and Emura [1]. The formal
definitions of server-aided revocable IBE and its
selective-ID security against chosen-plaintext at-
tacks (sID-CPA security) are given in Appendix A.

Intuition of our scheme. Our construction ben-
efits from the non-monotonic access structure of a
key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE)
scheme and the homomorphic key generation al-
gorithm of the KP-ABE scheme that have already
been used to construct standard revocable IBE
scheme by Lin et al. [4]. In particular, we use
Ostrovsky, Sahai and Waters non-monotonic KP-
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ABE scheme (shorted as OSW scheme) [6] as a
basic tool. In our scheme, a master secret key msk
is split into two parts such that msk = α1+α2. For
simplicity, we denote by OSW[αi] the key genera-
tion algorithm of the OSW scheme with master se-
cret key αi. For each user id, the long-term private
key skid is generated via OSW[α2] for predicate id.
There is no long-term transformation key in this
scheme. For each time period t, the PKG gener-
ates a key update information kut via OSW[α1] for
predicate t∧ω∈rl¬ω, where rl is the set of identities
of revoked users. The key update is just the (time-
based) short-term transformation key. Essentially,
the short-term transformation key together with
the user’s long-term private key can be viewed as
a decryption key generated via OSW[α1 + α2] for
predicate id ∧ t ∧ω∈rl ¬ω. In our encryption algo-
rithm, a message is encrypted under the attribute
set {id, t}. So, by the security of the underly-
ing ABE scheme, the user can correctly recover
the message if and only if his identity id is not in
the revocation list rl at time period t. To support
decryption key delegation, a user can convert his
long-term private key for predicate id into a key
for a tight predicate id ∧ t.

The construction. Let G be a bilinear group of
prime order p, and let g be a random generator of
G. We denote by e : G×G→ GT the bilinear map
from G to some finite group GT .

• Setup(1κ)→ (sp,msk, rl, st): The setup algo-

rithm chooses random terms α1, α2, β
$
← Zp, and

sets α = α1+α2 (mod p), g1 = gα and g2 = gβ. In
addition, it chooses two random polynomials h(x)
and q(x) of degree 2 subject to the constraint that
q(0) = β. It also defines two publicly computable
functions T, V : Zp → G, where T (x) maps x ∈ Zp

to gx
2

2 · g
h(x), and V (x) maps x ∈ Zp to gq(x).

The revocation list rl is initialized as an empty set
∅. It outputs rl = ∅ as well as sp = (g, g1, g2 =
gq(0), gq(1), gq(2), gh(0), gh(1), gh(2), T (x), V (x)) and
msk = (α1, α2).

• PubKG(msk, id) → pkid: The long-term
transformation key generation algorithm directly
returns pkid = ∅, i.e., for each user, no pre-
distributed long-term transformation key is re-
quired.

• TranKU(msk, t, rl, st) → kut: The transfor-
mation key update algorithm outputs a trans-
formation key update, which is computed for
a special access structure, namely, t ∧ω∈rl ¬ω
and sends to the server. For time period t ∈
Z∗
p, it chooses random value rt ∈ Zp and

for each revoked user ω ∈ rl, it chooses ran-
dom values λω , rω ∈ Zp. Next, it computes

Et = (E
(1)
t , E

(2)
t ) = (g

α1−
∑

ω∈rl λω

2 T (t)rt , grt) and

E¬ω = (E
(3)
ω , E

(4)
ω , E

(5)
ω ) = (gλω+rω

2 , V (ω)rω , grω).
Finally, the algorithm outputs a transformation
key update kut = (Et, {E¬ω}ω∈rl).

• TranKG(id, t, pkid, kut) → tkid,t: The short-
term transformation key generation algorithm sets
tkid,t := kut and returns the (time-based) short-
term transformation key tkid,t. In other words, the
key update kut is just the short-term transforma-
tion key for all users at time period t.
• PrivKG(msk, id): The long-term private key

generation algorithm outputs a long-term private
key for user id. It chooses a random value

sid ∈ Zp, and outputs skid = (D
(1)
id , D

(2)
id ) =

(gα2
2 T (id)sid , gsid).
• DecKG(skid, t): This algorithm generates a

short-term decryption key for time period t. Given

a long-term private key skid = (D
(1)
id , D

(2)
id ), it

chooses random terms rt, s
′
id ∈ Zp, and outputs

dkid,t = (D
(1)
id · T (id)

s′idT (t)rt , D
(2)
id · g

s′id , grt).

• Encrypt(mpk, id, t,M): To encrypt a
message M ∈ GT under identity id and
time period t, it chooses a random value
s ∈ Zp and outputs the following cipher-

text Cid,t = (C(1), C(2), {C
(3)
x , C

(4)
x }x∈{id,t}) =

(Me(g1, g2)
s, gs, {T (x)s, V (x)s}x∈{id,t}).

• Transform(tkid,t, Cid,t): This algorithm is run
by the server. It computes a partially de-
crypted ciphertext C′

id,t as follows. For each re-
voked user ω ∈ rl, we consider the set Sω =
{id, t, ω} which has three distinct values. Us-
ing the points in Sω as an interpolation, it com-
putes Lagrangian coefficients {σx}x∈Sω

so that∑
x∈Sω

σx · q(x) = q(0) = β. Then, the algo-

rithm computes Ht = e(C(2), E
(1)
t )/e(C

(3)
t , E

(2)
t ).

For every ω ∈ rl, it computes H¬ω =
e(C(2),E(3)

ω )

e(
∏

x∈{id,t}(C
(4)
x )σx ,E

(5)
ω )·e(C(2),E

(4)
ω )σω

. Now, the

algorithm computes H = Ht ·
∏

ω∈rl H¬ω,

sets C′(1) = C(1)/H and outputs C′
id,t =

(C′(1), C(2), {C
(3)
x , C

(4)
x }x∈{id,t}).

• Decrypt(dkid,t, C
′
id,t): This algorithm recovers

the message M from the transformed ciphertext
C′

id,t, using the decryption key dkid,t. It computes

H ′ =
e(C(2), D

(1)
id,t)

e(C
(3)
id , D

(2)
id,t) · e(C

(3)
t , D

(3)
id,t)

.

Finally, the message is obtained by computing
M = C′(1)/H ′.
• Revoke(ω, rl): To revoke identity ω, the re-

vocation algorithm adds ω into rl and outputs an
updated revocation list.

Theorem 1. If an adversary can break our
scheme with advantage ǫ in the sID-CPA security
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Figure 1 (Color online) Performance of our server-aided revocable IBE scheme. (a) Fulldecryption time; (b) transform
time; (c) final decryption time.

model, a simulator can be constructed to break the
security of the OSW KP-ABE scheme with advan-
tage ǫ/2.

The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Ap-
pendix B.

Experimental evaluation. To evaluate the per-
formance of our main scheme, we implement it in
software based on the jPBC library [7] and using a
512-bit Type-A pairing. The pairing is constructed
on the curve y2 = x3+x over the filed Fq for some
512-bit prime q and the order of the group G is
some 160-bit prime q. We use a laptop to simulate
the server environment and use a mobile phone
to simulate the user environment. The hardware
platforms are as follows: a 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5
CPU with 6 GB RAM running 64-bit Windows 10,
and a 1.2 GHz MSM8226-based mobile phone with
2 GB of RAM running Android 4.3 OS.

As expected, the full decryption time of space
efficient revocable IBE schemes [4] is linear in the
number of revoked users, while the local decryp-
tion time of server-aided revocation is almost con-
stant and independent of the number of revoked
users, as shown in Figure 1. For example, for
time period with 100 number of revoked users,
fully decrypting a ciphertext needs more than 220
s (nearly 4 min), while the final decryption re-
quires less than 1.8 s on the MSM8226 processor.
Even for time period with few number of revoked
users, the required decryption time seems to be
unacceptable on computing resource constrained
devices.

Conclusion. This study proposed a space effi-
cient server-aided revocable IBE scheme that has
faster decryption than that of Lin et al.’s non-
server-aided space efficient revocable IBE scheme.
In addition, the scheme removes the requirement
of periodical communication between the private
key generator and users during key updates, and
supports a new security property, namely decryp-

tion key exposure resistance.
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